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Fed up with paying for repairs to you
Microwaves because of damage like this?
*£27

– £40 plus
engineer’s fee

Beyond
Economical
Repair

Ceiling plate (roof liner)
damaged due
to food particles not
removed.

Stirrer assembly
burnt out after leakage of
damaged seals

*£40

– £80 plus
engineer’s fee

Beyond
Economical
Repair

Base plate (shelf)
cracked & seals
damaged by grease
penetration.

Hole burnt in cavity
due to grease
penetration under
the base plate.

on microwave brand and model
r


*Depending

Brilliantly Simple – Simply Brilliant

Every year businesses waste thousands of pounds paying
for avoidable repairs on microwave ovens
Unless the oven is spotless, the food or liquid that is left
behind is heated and re-heated until it causes damage,
which can be expensive to repair
Damage that is not covered by the manufacturers
warranty
Microsave is the answer. A TPX Polycarbonate liner,
custom designed for each microwave oven it fits. The
Microsave protects the base, rear, sides and roof of the
microwave
The Microsave simply slides inside the cavity and is easily
removed and washed.
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*Depending

•

Keeps your microwaves
clean and workin

•

Keeps your operational
expenses dow

•

Keeps your staff happy
(nobody wants the job of
cleaning the microwaves!)

on microwave brand and model

Burned Cavity
Beyond Economical Repair!
Here we have two pictures of the same oven
The ceramic base plate (not shown) has been damaged, and liquid or
grease has got into the mechanism underneath.

1. DAMAGED STIRRER

2. DESTROYED CAVITY BASE
This picture
shows the
burned and
damaged
stirrer.

.
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This oven would be Beyond Economical Repair.
Had a
liner been fitted, none of this damage would have occurred.

This picture shows
how the stirrer has
arced with the oven
base, cutting a hole
into the stainless
steel.

Destroyed Roof Liner / Ceiling Plate

Here we show a burned and ruined roof
liner/ceiling plate.
Highlighted in red are food particles in
the vent.
The blue circles show where the food
has caught fire
The manufacturer would consider this
misuse and would not cover the
repair under warranty.
*£27

– £40

plus engineer’s fee
Note: Had the fire been worse, the oven would have been destroyed,
with potentially even more catastrophic results.
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on microwave brand and model

Don’t just take our word for it, here’
what the industry has to say…

Cyrus Todiwal

Dean Sne

Chef Patron - Café Spice Namaste

Head of Food - Orchid Pub Group

Head Chef – The Spyglass Inn

“The Microsave Cavity Liner is a simple,
yet ingenious idea that essentially
protects the interior of our microwaves,
saving us time and money.

“Since the Cavity Protection System first
came onto the market, it has been a
“must”. Every new microwave within my
kitchens has a liner fitted. Since taking
over as the Head of Food for the Orchid
Groups 290 pubs and restaurants, with
every new microwave supplied, the
group has insisted that a Cavity
Protection System is included.”

“We’ve been using the Microsave for
several years and they’re brilliant. We were
involved in testing out some prototypes
when they were first being developed.

It is easily removed, washed and
replaced for next service, time and time
again, avoiding any burnt food particles
which can potentially cause scorched
ceiling plates or cracked base plates
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It’s Simply Brilliant!”
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Ryan Kinneav

They’re easy to use and they cut back on
general maintenance and daily caretaking
and cleaning of the microwaves. We clean
them three times a day after each shift.
When you pull out the Microsave, the inside
of the microwave is virtually clean; it just
needs a quick wipe round.”

Contact

Regale Microwave ovens are the largest microwave oven
specialist in the UK
The three directors have over 100 years experience in
supplying microwave ovens into the foodservice &
Hospitality industries
The Microsave Cavity Liner was invented by Regale in
the early 2000’s and is now sold across the globe, saving
businesses untold amounts of money in avoidable
repairs.
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Email
microwaves@regale.co.uk

Tel
01329 285518

Web
www.regale.co.uk
www.microsave.co.uk

